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Background  

The City of Phoenix Water Services Department (WSD) is engaged in several studies 
that investigate how and why residential and commercial customers use water and 
generate wastewater. This study focuses on water use by single-family residential 
customers for outdoor purposes. Single-family (SF) residential water use accounts for 
roughly half of the total water use by all customers. A large component (25-35 percent) 
of the SF total water use is comprised of outdoor uses associated with irrigation, pools, 
hot tubs, water features, and other external activities such as cleaning patios and car 
washing.  
 
Past studies have shown that outdoor water use is heavily dependent on the types of 
vegetation found on single-family residential lots. Extremely green parcels having a lot 
of non-native vegetation, like Bermuda grass and tropical plants, tend to use a great 
deal of water. In contrast, parcels having dry desert landscaping (rock, gravel) mixed 
with native plants (Palo Verde trees, Mesquite trees, etc.) tend to be less water-
intensive. Parcels having only rocks, gravel, impermeable surfaces like patios or 
driveways, and native species (cactus) use little or no water.  
 
Over the past twenty years, the City has seen huge transitions in outdoor water use. 
Large numbers of single-family dwellings have transitioned from very green landscaping 
to mixed or entirely dry desert landscaping, resulting in a dramatic reduction in single-
family water use. Tracking these transitions, and the subsequent impacts of this change 
on water demand, is a critical task for WSD. Answering the following questions will be 
extremely helpful for WSD in projecting future water demands, revenues, infrastructure, 
and water resource requirements:  

 How many mixed and desert landscaping parcels exist? 

 How fast the transition to more water efficient landscapes is taking place? 

 What kinds of water savings are being obtained? 
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Description of Process  

A goal of the Water Resource and Development (WRDP) Division is to standardize the 
landscape attributes of single-family units by linking water use to various types of 
landscapes. Data for outdoor water use currently exists for monthly metered 
consumption, pool size, parcel size, home size, and the number of stories in the home. 
The combination of these attributes provide interesting results on the amount of water 
used on a per square foot of open lot basis (overall parcel size minus building footprint 
divided by water use), but will neither distinguish between nor quantify indoor or outdoor 
water use.  
 
Adding standardized data on outdoor vegetation enables correlation of water use with 
the type of vegetation. Additionally, differences in water use can also be estimated 
between SF units having no outdoor vegetation and SF units that are completely ‘green’ 
with abundant turf and non-native vegetation.  
 
To ensure consistency of the data, this guide has been prepared as a reference for 
classifying landscape types and parcel attributes. To reduce errors and omissions 
associated with manual coding, the Infrastructure Record Services (IRS) group 
developed a geographic information system (GIS) application that requires analysts to 
choose from specific descriptors within drop-down menus to characterize SF units. For 
example, if one analyst types in ‘Orange Grove Estates I’ and another analyst types in 
‘Orange Grove Estates 1’, a database average for parcel size for either entry would 
result in an incorrect number because the calculation would be based upon only a 
portion of the actual number of parcels. While subjective error is inevitable as analysts 
make selections to describe viewed parcels, this guide will hopefully reduce the scope 
for biases related to interpretation of landscapes by providing clear examples for each 
category. 
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Coding Rules 

DATA FIELD: FRONT (Please see Decision Tree in Appendix B) 

1 = ‘Turf’: The entire front yard must comprise at least 50 percent turf, including 
hardscape areas. An extensive irrigation system with regular watering is almost 
certainly in place. This is the most water intensive type of landscaping. It may include 
trees, shrubs, and other vegetation. 
 
2 = ‘Extensive Plant Coverage’: Seen from the sky, all that is visible in the front yard is 
dense tree canopy, turf or other types of vegetation whereas; gravel, rocks, etc. are not 
seen.  Hardscape associated with the structure, driveway, and patios would of course 
still be present and visible.  If turf is present, it comprises less than 50 percent of the 
front yard, including hardscape.   Any turf that is present beneath dense tree canopy or 
plant cover will likely be difficult to see. An irrigation system is almost certainly required. 
This is the second most water intensive type of landscaping. If no turf is present, enter 
in zero in the ‘Turf_Measure’. 
 
3 = ‘Moderate Plant Coverage’: Other than driveway, hardscape, and other structures; 
the front yard is a mixture of decompressed granite/rock/dirt and various forms of 
vegetation that obviously require irrigation.  Turf may be present; however, turf 
comprises less than 50 percent of the front yard, including hardscape.  This is the third 
most water intensive type of landscaping. Existence of turf comprising less than 50 
percent of the front yard automatically triggers either ‘Extensive’ or ‘Moderate’ 
landscape coding. This is the third most water intensive type of landscaping. If no turf is 
present, enter zero in the ‘Turf_Measure’ field.  
 
4 = ‘Sparse Plant Coverage’: There is no turf present in the front yard.  The front 
yard, excluding hardscape, is a mix of desert landscape and plants, with a few or no 
trees, tropical plants, native plants, and shrubs planted at various locations that are 
separated by large areas of gravel and rock.  An irrigation system may or may not be 
used. This is the fourth most water intensive type of landscaping. Enter zero in the 
‘Turf_Measure’ field. 
 
5 = ‘Arid’: There is no turf present in the front yard.  The front yard, excluding 
hardscape, is dominated by gravel and/or rocks, but may include hardy vegetation like 
cactus that requires no watering at all once established. Alternatively, the ground can be 
entirely covered by patios, pool, pool decking, driveways, parking areas, storage 
structures, basketball, tennis courts, or other types of hardscape. No irrigation system 
would be required. This is the least water intensive type of landscaping. Enter zero in 
the ‘Turf_Measure’ field. 
 
6 = ‘Transition’: The front yard, excluding hardscape, appears to have been turf or 
turf with vegetation at one time or currently very poor quality turf (perhaps mixed with 
weeds), but the grass was not irrigated or maintained enough to keep it viable and it is 
now dying or becoming desert or wild. Note: Some parcels may include maintained turf, 
transitioning turf, and artificial turf; therefore, it is necessary to measure and data enter 
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turf and transitioning turf areas into the ‘TURF_MEASURE’ field and the “TRANSITION 
AREA MEASUREMENT” field. As applicable, enter zero in the ‘TURF_MEASURE’ 
field in the attribute table for transition parcels. Also measure the transition areas and 
place the total measurement in the “TRANSITION AREA MEASUREMENT” field.  
 
Alternatively, the front yard might have dormant or uniformly brown turf with well-
maintained plants and landscape, because metro-Phoenix requires two crops to 
maintain turf year-round.  Therefore, many properties appear to have brown or dead 
ground cover at the time of the aerial photography even though dormant Bermuda or 
Rye is present part of the year.  Dormant turf areas of the parcel should be coded in 
accordance with the rules pertaining to turf.  It can very difficult to determine how 
water intensive this type of landscaping is or has recently been. Please also refer to the 
‘Supplementary Overall’ qualifiers for parcels that are difficult to code. 
 
DATA FIELD: BACK (Please see Decision Tree in Appendix B) 

1 = ‘Turf’: The entire back yard must comprise at least 50 percent turf, including 
hardscape areas. An extensive irrigation system with regular watering is almost 
certainly in place. This is the most water intensive type of landscaping. It may include 
trees, shrubs, and other vegetation. 
 
2 = ‘Extensive Plant Coverage’: Seen from the sky, all that is visible in the back yard 
is dense tree canopy, turf or other types of vegetation; whereas, gravel, rocks, etc. are 
not seen.  Hardscape associated with the structure, patios, pool, and pool decking 
would of course still be present and visible.  If turf is present, it comprises less than 50 
percent of the back yard, including hardscape.   Any turf that is present beneath dense 
tree canopy or plant cover will likely be difficult to see. An irrigation system is almost 
certainly required. This is the second most water intensive type of landscaping. If no turf 
is present, enter in zero in the ‘Turf_Measure’. 
 
3 = ‘Moderate Plant Coverage’: Other than pool, pool decking, patios, hardscape, and 
other structures; the back yard is a mixture of decompressed granite/rock/dirt and 
various forms of vegetation that obviously require irrigation.  Turf may be present; 
however, turf comprises less than 50 percent of the back yard, including hardscape.  
This is the third most water intensive type of landscaping. Existence of turf comprising 
less than 50 percent of the front yard automatically triggers either ‘Extensive’ or 
‘Moderate’ landscape coding. This is the third most water intensive type of landscaping. 
If no turf is present, enter zero in the ‘Turf_Measure’ field.  
 
4 = ‘Sparse Plant Coverage’: There is no turf present in the back yard.  The back 
yard, excluding hardscape, is a mix of desert landscape and plants, with a few or no 
trees, tropical plants, native plants, and shrubs planted at various locations that are 
separated by large areas of gravel and rock.  An irrigation system may or may not be 
used. This is the fourth most water intensive type of landscaping. Enter zero in the 
‘Turf_Measure’ field. 
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5 = ‘Arid’: There is no turf present in the back yard.  The back yard, excluding 
hardscape, is dominated by gravel and/or rocks, but may include hardy vegetation like 
cactus that requires no watering at all once established. Alternatively, the ground can be 
entirely covered by patios, pool, pool decking, parking areas, storage structures, 
basketball, tennis courts, or other types of hardscape. No irrigation system would be 
required. This is the least water intensive type of landscaping. Enter zero in the 
‘Turf_Measure’ field. 
 
6 = ‘Transition’: The back yard, excluding hardscape, appears to have been turf or 
turf with vegetation at one time or currently very poor quality turf (perhaps mixed with 
weeds), but the grass was not irrigated or maintained enough to keep it viable and it is 
now dying or becoming desert or wild. Note: Some parcels may include maintained turf, 
transitioning turf, and artificial turf; therefore, it is necessary to measure and data enter 
turf and transitioning turf areas into the ‘TURF_MEASURE’ field and the “TRANSITION 
AREA MEASUREMENT” field. As applicable, enter zero in the ‘TURF_MEASURE’ 
field in the attribute table for transition parcels. Also measure the transition areas and 
place the total measurement in the “TRANSITION AREA MEASUREMENT” field.  
 
Alternatively, the back yard might have dormant or uniformly brown turf with well-
maintained plants and landscape, because Metro-Phoenix requires two crops to 
maintain turf year-round.  Therefore, many properties appear to have brown or dead 
ground cover at the time of the aerial photography even though dormant Bermuda or 
Rye is present part of the year.  Dormant turf areas of the parcel should be coded in 
accordance with the rules pertaining to turf.  It can very difficult to determine how 
water intensive this type of landscaping is or has recently been. Please also refer to the 
‘Supplementary Overall’ qualifiers for parcels that are difficult to code. 
 
DATA FIELD: OVERALL_MIX (Please see Decision Tree in Appendix C) 

1 = ‘Turf’: At least 35 percent of the total parcel is covered by turf as calculated by total 
turf area or TURF_MEASURE divided by total lot area or LOT_FT2. An extensive 
irrigation system with regular watering is almost certainly in place. It may contain trees, 
shrubs, and other vegetation. This is the most water intensive type of landscaping. 
Note: Parcels with less than 35 percent measured turf area should be classified as 
either extensive or moderate. 
 
2 = ‘Extensive Plant Coverage’: Seen from the sky, all that is visible in the front, back 
and side yards is dense tree canopy, turf or other types of vegetation; whereas, gravel, 
rocks, etc. are not seen.  Hardscape associated with the structure, driveways, patios, 
pool, and pool decking would of course still be present and visible.  If turf is present, it 
comprises less than 35 percent of the overall parcel as calculated by total turf area or 
TURF_MEASURE divided by total lot area or LOT_FT2, including hardscape.   Any turf 
that is present beneath dense tree canopy or plant cover will likely be difficult to see. An 
irrigation system is almost certainly required. This is the second most water intensive 
type of landscaping. If no turf is present, enter in zero in the ‘Turf_Measure’. 
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3 = ‘Moderate Plant Coverage’: Other than pool, pool decking, driveway, patios, 
hardscape, and other structures; the overall parcel is a mixture of decompressed 
granite/rock/dirt and various forms of vegetation that obviously require irrigation.  Turf 
may be present; however, turf comprises less than 35 percent of the overall parcel, as 
calculated by total turf area or TURF_MEASURE divided by total lot area or LOT_FT2, 
including hardscape.  This is the third most water intensive type of landscaping. 
Existence of turf comprising less than 35 percent of the parcel automatically triggers 
either ‘Extensive’ or ‘Moderate’ landscape coding. This is the third most water intensive 
type of landscaping. If no turf is present, enter zero in the ‘Turf_Measure’ field.  
 
4 = ‘Sparse Plant Coverage’: There is no turf present.  Excluding hardscape, the 
overall parcel is a mix of desert landscape and plants, with a few or no trees, tropical 
plants, native plants, and shrubs planted at various locations that are separated by 
large areas of gravel and rock.  Vegetation makes up no greater than 15 percent of 
the parcel overall.  An irrigation system may or may not be used. This is the fourth most 
water intensive type of landscaping. Enter zero in the ‘Turf_Measure’ field. 
 
5 = ‘Arid’. There is no turf present. The overall parcel is dominated by gravel, rocks, 
dirt, and hardy vegetation like cactus or small clumps of weeds that requires no 
watering at all once established. Alternatively, the ground can be entirely covered by 
patios, pool decking, a pool, driveways, parking areas, storage structures, basketball or 
tennis courts, or other types of hardscape. It is highly unlikely that an irrigation system is 
being used. This is the least water intensive type of landscaping. Put zero in the 
‘Turf_Measure’ field. 
 
6 = ‘Transition’: The overall parcel, excluding hardscape, appears to have been turf 
or turf with vegetation at one time or currently very poor quality turf (perhaps mixed with 
weeds), but the grass was not irrigated or maintained enough to keep it viable and it is 
now dying or becoming desert or wild. Note: Some parcels may include maintained turf, 
transitioning turf, and artificial turf; therefore, it is necessary to measure and data enter 
turf and transitioning turf areas into the ‘TURF_MEASURE’ field and the “TRANSITION 
AREA MEASUREMENT” field. As applicable, enter zero in the ‘TURF_MEASURE’ 
field in the attribute table for transition parcels. Also measure the transition areas and 
place the total measurement in the “TRANSITION AREA MEASUREMENT” field.  
 
Alternatively, the overall parcel might have dormant or uniformly brown turf with well-
maintained plants and landscape, because metro-Phoenix requires two crops to 
maintain turf year-round.  Therefore, many properties appear to have brown or dead 
ground cover at the time of the aerial photography even though dormant Bermuda or 
Rye is present part of the year.  Dormant turf areas of the parcel should be coded in 
accordance with the rules pertaining to turf.  It can very difficult to determine how 
water intensive this type of landscaping is or has recently been. Please also refer to the 
‘Supplementary Overall’ qualifiers for parcels that are difficult to code. 
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DATA FIELD: TURF MEASURE 

Input zero for parcels without turf. Use ArcMap GIS measuring tool  to measure the 
area of all turf areas on individual parcels. Because you want to capture real water 
usage in the turf measure, do not include the turf that extend beyond the parcel lines in 
your area measurements.  

To use the measuring tool, double left click on  in the ArcMap toolbar for the mxd 
map. When the box entitled, ‘Measure’ pops up, make sure to click on  ‘Measure an 
Area’, and do not leave the default   ‘Measure Line’ selected which measures 
perimeter. Left click on the outer edge of the turf area. Continue to left click 
incrementally around the outer edge of the turf area until completed. To stop measuring 
the turf area, double left click to obtain a final numerical value for the specific turf area. 
Repeat the process for each turf area within the parcel.  Add all the turf areas and enter 
the total for each parcel in the Turf Measure field. To reset area measurement back to 
zero, click the x in the pop-up box toolbar.   
 
Please see screenshot below. 

  

 
  
 

DATA FIELD: TURF OVERALL 

Divide the ‘TURF_MEASURE’ by the lot size of the property (listed in the GIS Attribute 
Table as ‘Lot_FT2’), and then multiply by 100 to calculate the percentage of property 
‘TURF OVERALL’.  Use customary rounding rules to round to the nearest percentage 
increment, with the exception of parcels having less than 5 percent turf.  Include parcels 
having 1 to 4 percent turf in the category ‘10% Turf”, along with parcels having 5 to 14 
percent turf. 
 

Click to reset the 

area measure back 

to zero. 

Click activate the 

‘Measure’ pop-up 

menu. 

Click to select area 

measurement instead of 

perimeter measurement. 
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0 = ‘No Turf’ 
1 = ‘10% Turf’ 
2 = ‘20% Turf’ 
3 = ‘30% Turf’ 
4 = ‘40% Turf’ 
5 = ‘50 % Turf’ 
6 = ‘60% Turf’ 
7 = ‘70% Turf’ 
8 = ‘80% Turf’ 
9 = ‘90% Turf’ 

10 = ‘Transition’ 

DATA FIELD: POOL  

0 = ‘None’. The lot does not have a pool present.  
 
1 = ‘Full Pool’. The lot has a regular or large sized, full pool (can also include hot tub). 
Some full pools are covered.  
 
2 = ‘Empty Pool’. The lot has an empty regular or large sized pool (can also include hot 
tub).  
 
3 = ‘Filled-in Pool’. The lot appears to have what was once a regular or large sized 
pool that has since been filled in or covered (permanently or semi-permanently).  
 
4 = ‘Small pool or large water feature’. The lot has a small in-ground pool, hot tub, or 
large water feature such as a pond, waterfall, or fountain.  
 
5 = ‘Above Ground Pool’. The lot has a large above ground pool. Very small, and very 
temporary, plastic pools for toddlers should not be included.  

DATA FIELD: HARDSCAPE_MEASURE 

Use the ArcMap GIS measuring tool to measure all hardscape, non-permeable 

structures within the parcel including: house, garage, sidewalks, patios, driveways, 

swimming pools, spas, pool decking, sheds, fire pits, etc.  

DATA FIELD: POOL WITHIN HARDSCAPE MEASURE? 

Enter YES, if a swimming pool is included in both the HARDSCAPE_MEASURE and a 

value other than zero is indicated in the POOL_FT2 data field.  Enter NO, if there is no 

swimming pool. 

DATA FIELD: LOT CONFIGURATION (See examples in Appendix D) 

1 = ‘Standard.’ The lot is essentially rectangular or square with a front and backyard. 
The front yard is at least one-half the size of the backyard and the side yards are 
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smaller than the front and backyards. A standard rectangular or square parcel located 
on a corner should be coded as a standard lot, not as a corner lot.  
 
2 = ‘Pie Slice’. The lot resembles a pie slice, with a small front yard and a large 
backyard. It is often located on a cul de sac. A reverse pie slice has a big front yard and 
small backyard. This is often located on a bend in the road.  
 
3 = ‘Corner’. The lot is located on a corner and it is difficult to categorize the lot layout, 
since one of the side yards is larger than the front and/or the side yards. The driveway 
might be on street frontage on either of the open sides. The critical issue is not the 
location on a corner, but the configuration of the parcel, the placement of the home, and 
the creation of an ‘L’ shaped front yard. Please see example below. 
 

 
Example of a corner lot 

 
4 = ‘Irregular’. The lot does not fit any of the previous categorizations. Standard or 
corner lots with slight deviations in geometry should not be coded as irregular.  
 
5 = ‘Extended Backyard’. The parcel is rectangular, but the backyard is at least three 
times as large as the front yard.  
 
6 = ‘Extended Front Yard’. The parcel is rectangular, but the front yard is at least 
three times as large as the backyard.  
 
7 = ‘Ranch/Farm’. The residential lot is large. It appears to have horses or other large 
animals, or it is devoted partially to agricultural activities. The landscape appears to be 
extremely varied in character.  
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DATA FIELD: HOME FT2 ACCURATE? 

Since some homes are expanded in remodeling, use the ArcMap GIS measuring tool to 

quickly measure and confirm that the HOME FT2 indicated is accurate.  Enter YES, if 

the area is approximately that same.  Enter NO, if the measured area is definitely not 

approximate to the square footage provided and enter the new measure home square 

footage in the HOME_FT2 data field. 

DATA FIELD: SUPPLEMENTARY OVERALL 

1 = ‘Well Defined’. The primary definition fits the parcel well. There is little or no 
ambiguity involved.  
 
2 = ‘Could Be Wetter’. It was difficult to assign this primary definition and the overall 
parcel could have been coded as more water intensive. For example, the parcel could 
have been coded as either ‘sparse plant coverage’ or ‘moderate plant coverage’ but 
‘sparse plant coverage’ was chosen.  
 
3 = ‘Could Be Drier’. It was difficult to assign this primary definition and the overall 
parcel could have been coded as less water intensive. For example, the parcel could 
have been coded as either ‘sparse plant cover-age’ or ‘moderate plant coverage’ but 
‘moderate plant coverage’ was chosen.  
 
4 = ‘Compromise’. It was somewhat difficult to assign the primary definition because 
the front and back were significantly different, but were of approximately the same size. 
For example, the small front yard was primarily covered by turf and tropical plants, but 
the small backyard had only sparse vegetation (with a pool). As a result, the 
compromise was to choose ‘moderate plant coverage’.  
 
5 = ‘Could Be 2 or 4’. The parcel is small and the canopies from only a few large trees 
cover the front and backyards. For example, a small lot with a large house on the parcel 
has a large driveway in the front. The canopy from only one tree appears to cover the 
entire remaining front yard. In addition, the canopy from two large trees covers the 
entire backyard. The primary definition might have been coded 2 (Extensive Plant 
Coverage) or might have been coded 4 (Sparse Plant Coverage), but the coding is 
very subjective because of the extensive nature of the tree canopies and the limited 
number of large trees present.  
 
6 = ‘Could Be 1 or 6’. It was difficult to assign a ‘Turf’ or ‘Transition’ code to the parcel. 
In most of these cases, the SECONDARY DEFINITION/TURF QUALITY code will be 
‘Low Quality or Dying Turf’ or ‘Dormant Turf’. For example, ‘Transition’ might have been 
chosen for the PRIMARY DEFINITION even though the parcel might otherwise be 
coded as a ‘Turf’ parcel except that the turf appears to be brown, likely because it is 
dormant.  
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7 = ‘Difficult to Code’. This parcel defies easy definition according to the primary 
definition key because of the diversity of plant types, landscaping, maintenance, and/or 
irregular lot configuration. An example of a very difficult to code parcel would be a large 
ranch type lot that has moderate landscaping in the front yard, a large area of turf and 
tropical plants next to a pool in the back, followed by a large arid area that has no 
maintained landscaping further in the back.  

 

DATA FIELD: SUPPLEMENTARY TURF  

0 = ‘Null’. There is no turf present on the lot. (This is the only time ‘null’ is used as a 
classification) 
 
1 = ‘High Quality Turf’. The turf that exists is consistently green and appears to be well 
maintained and irrigated. This will be excellent condition of Bermuda grass, Ryegrass, 
St Augustine, etc. Unfortunately, artificial turf will usually appear to be to ‘high quality 
turf’ in aerial photography. If artificial turf is present, choose ‘Yes’ under the artificial turf 
column. 
 
2 = ‘Medium Quality Turf’. The turf that exists is predominantly green and well 
maintained with patches of yellow or brown turf. 
 
3 = ‘Low Quality or Dying Turf’. The turf that exists is partially green with large 
patches of yellow or brown turf indicating poor irrigation and poor maintenance. The 
green patches might be weeds or wild grass. Most of the area previously inhabited by 
turf could now be weeds or dirt, but turf was probably at one time present.  
 
4 = ‘Dormant Turf’. The turf is brown or yellow, but it is uniform and of consistent 
quality. The plants, trees, and other vegetation appear to be well maintained and 
orderly, indicating that the aerial imagery was from the winter when Bermuda grass is 
dormant or from the summer when the Ryegrass is dormant, (i.e. no over-seeding is 
taking place. There is only one grass crop per year instead of two).  
 

DATA FIELD: IMAGE YEAR 

Input the map image year into the field ‘ImageYr’. For example, if a 2015 map is used to 
code a parcel, enter 2015 into the ‘ImageYr’ field. 
 

DATA FIELD: ARTIFICIAL TURF 

It is very difficult to identify artificial turf from an aerial view. However, if the turf looks 
dark green and spotless year after year, or season to season, then it is possible that it is 
artificial turf. Some properties may have real turf areas and artificial turf.  Measure only 
the real turf areas for entry into ‘TURF_MEASURE’. Real turf areas will sometimes have 
brown and/ or yellow small to large patches. 
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DATA FIELD: QUESTIONABLE 

The questionable column is used when you are not certain about the classification of a 
parcel. For example, the parcel could have been coded as either ‘sparse plant 
coverage’ or ‘moderate plant coverage’ but ‘sparse plant coverage’ was chosen.  
The questionable column strongly correlates with the supplementary overall column. In 
the supplementary column, if you choose ‘could be wetter’, ‘could be drier’, 
‘compromise’, etc. then it is likely that you will choose ‘Yes’ in the questionable column.  

 

DATA FIELD: TRANSITION AREA MEASURE 

Measure the entire overall area that appears to have been turf at one time, but is now 
becoming desert, dirt, wild, or brown. This is probably due to lack of watering and 
maintenance. Do not measure small patches of grass as the transition area 
measurement.  Some properties may have turf areas and transition turf areas; this 
situation requires measurement and entry into both ‘TURF_MEASURE’ and 
‘TRANSITION AREA MEASURE’. 
 

DATA FIELD: TREE WATER USE INDICATOR 

The tree water use indicator column has three options ‘Low’, ‘High’, and ‘Undetermined’. 
Low water use trees have lighter green or greyish color. Most native, desert adaptive 
trees fall into this category. Examples of low water use trees include: Olive, Elm, Palo 
Verde, and Desert Willow. Examples of high water use trees, having large canopies and 
darker leaves include: Ash, Ficus, Pecan, fruit-bearing, etc. See Appendix E for visual 
examples of trees. Choose ‘Undetermined’ if you are not able to identify the trees. 
 

DATA FIELD: CITY 

Choose the city where the parcel is located. For example, if the parcel is located in 
the City of Chandler, choose Chandler as the city.  
 

DATA FIELD: COMMENTS 

Make necessary comments that may assist the reviewers and others. For example, the 
attribute table indicates that there is no pool on the parcel, but the aerial shows a pool 
present.  
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DATA FIELD: ANALYST 

The analyst could be the first person to code a parcel. The analyst should choose his or 

her name under the drop down menu in the analyst column. The analyst is required to 

fill in all the required fields. The analyst should ensure sure that his or her coding 

reflects a particular aerial image year. The analyst should conduct quality control on his 

or her coding. That is the analyst should confirm the following: all turf properties should 

have at least 40% or more turf; extensive and moderate parcels should have 30% or 

less turf; if the parcel Overall_Mix is either Sparse or Arid, then the Turf_Overall should 

not have any percentage listed. Instead, choose ‘No Turf’ in the Turf_Overall column. If 

the parcel Overall_Mix is Transition, then the Turf_Overall should also be Transition. 

DATA FIELD: REVIEWER 

The reviewer is the individual reviewing the analyst coding. The reviewer should choose 

his or her name under the drop down menu in the reviewer column. A parcel could have 

more than one reviewers. The reviewer will ensure that all the required fields are filled in 

correctly. The reviewer should conduct quality control on the analyst’s coding; that is, 

the reviewer should confirm the following: All “Turf” properties should also be indicated 

as ‘Turf_Overall’ 40% turf or more; extensive and moderate parcels should be indicated 

as ‘Turf_Overall’ 30% turf or less; if the parcel Overall_Mix is either Sparse or Arid, then 

‘Turf_Overall’ should be ‘No Turf’. If the parcel Overall_Mix is “Transition”, then the 

‘Turf_Overall’ should also be “Transition”. 

  

Methods to Improve Landscape Analysis Efficiency  

GIS Attribute Table: Complete all data fields listed in this guidebook. 
 

 
Screenshot: GIS Attribute Table 

 
 
 
Organize your GIS Attribute Table in a manner that speeds up the data entry. See 
the screenshot of the GIS Attribute Table above. 
 
Organize your data field columns in a way that is logical for data entry and minimizes 
scrolling left and right. For example, move all the fields that need data entry to the left 
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on the attribute table. Move columns that are not in use to the right of the attribute table. 
Hide columns that Avoid hiding unique identifiers such as APN and SP_ID. 
 
To move columns within the GIS Attribute Table: Selecting the column by clicking on 
the column header, followed by a click, hold, and drag of the column to its new 
destination which is indicated by a vertical red line.  
 
To hide columns or “Turn Field Off” within the GIS Attribute Table: Selecting the 
column by clicking on the column header, followed by a right click which opens a menu.  
Select “Turn Field Off”.  This will need to be repeated for each individual field you wish 
to hide; multiple fields cannot be selected and turned off. 
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Appendix A: Questions for Identifying Landscape Categories 
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YES 
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Is more than 35% of the parcel area 

covered by healthy turf that appears to be 

irrigated and maintained? 

NO 

O
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Y

 

YES 

M
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[P
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 D
e
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rt

] 
Are the portions of the parcel not 

covered by structures and other 

hardscape (including pool) made up of a 

mix of decompressed granite/rock/dirt 

and various forms of vegetation that 

obviously require irrigation? 

Does the parcel contain turf, flowers, 

exotics, citrus or other plants that 

require an extensive amount of 

irrigation, but less than 35% of the 

parcel is turf? 

Is most of the parcel other than 

driveway, structures and decking 

covered by tree canopy and turf, or turf? 

This is probably ‘extensive’ or ‘turf’ (see 

definitions below) 

NO 

O
T

H
E

R
 C

A
T

E
G

O
R

Y
 

YES NO 
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YES 

T
R

A
N

S
IT

IO
N

 

Is more than 35% of the parcel area 

covered by what appears to be dying, dead 

or dormant turf, or by vegetation like weeds 

that appears to be a successor to what was 

once turf? * 

 

NO 

*This category was established to 

represent parcels that: (a) probably used 

to be turf but the grass was not irrigated 

or maintained enough to keep it viable; 

(b) may be very poor quality turf (perhaps 

mixed with weeds) that is not being 

maintained or irrigated properly; or (c) 

may be high or reasonable quality turf for 

only part of the year. 

 

O
T

H
E

R
 C

A
T

E
G

O
R

Y
 

YES 

E
X

T
E

N
S

IV
E

 

Is more than 35% of the parcel covered by 

tree canopy or a combination of tree 

canopy and turf? * NO 

*Seen from the ground, a parcel that has 

been coded as ‘extensive’ could turn out to 

be: (a) entirely turf with tree canopy above 

(obscuring the view of the turf), (b) partially 

turf with tree canopy above combined with 

turf in exposed areas, or (c) decomposed 

granite beneath trees combined with turf in 

exposed areas.  

The key is that from the sky; all that is 

visible is tree canopy, turf, or other types of 

vegetation, and that gravel, rocks, etc. are 

not seen.  Hardscape associated with the 

structure, driveway, patios and pool and 

pool decking would of course still be 

present and visible. 

 

O
T

H
E

R
 C

A
T

E
G

O
R

Y
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Appendix B: Decision Tree for Front & Back Landscape Coding  

 

Is irrigation evident?

(Some vegetation present 

other than established 

ARID desert plants?)

Is there live or dormant turf 

in the front or back yard?

Is it hard to categorize because 

the front/back yard once had turf 

which is now dying or dead?

Is the turf 50% or more 

of the front or back yard?

Excluding hardscape, is more 

than 50% of the front or back 

yard covered by tree canopy 

or a combination of 

tree canopy and turf?

Does maintained vegetation 

cover less than 25% of the 

front or back yard?

ARID

Is the turf uniformly brown or 

appear to be dormant?

SPARSE

MODERATE

EXTENSIVE

TRANSITION

DORMANT 

TURF

TURF

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

YES

YESNO

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES
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Appendix C:  Decision Tree for Overall Landscape Coding 

Is irrigation evident?

(Some vegetation present 

other than established 

ARID desert plants?)

Is there live or dormant turf 

anywhere on the parcel?

Is it hard to categorize because 

almost all of  the parcel once 

had turf, but it is now dying or 

dead?

Is the turf 35% or 

more of the parcel?

Excluding hardscape, is more 

than 35% of the parcel 

covered by tree canopy 

or a combination of 

tree canopy and turf?

Does maintained vegetation 

cover less than 15% of the 

overall parcel area?

ARID

Is the turf uniformly brown or 

appear to be dormant?

SPARSE

MODERATE

EXTENSIVE

TRANSITION

DORMANT 

TURF

TURF

NO

NO

YES

NO

NO

YES

YESNO

YES

YES

NO

YES

YES
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Appendix D: Coding Cheat Sheet 
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Appendix E: Tree Water Use Indicator 

Examples of high water use trees (dense canopy, deep green) 
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Examples of low water use trees (light green or greyish) 

 

 

 

Pine Trees (Low Water Use) 
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Appendix F: Online ArcGIS Data Entry Navigation 

1. Open the ArcGIS Online: https://phoenix.maps.arcgis.com/home/index.html 

NOTE:  Online ArcGIS data entry using the above web application is only available to City of Phoenix 

employees. 

2. Use your City of Phoenix username and password to sign in. 

3. Click GROUPS on the top menu and then select the group, WSD – (O).   

 

4. From the WSD – (O) content, select ‘MultiCityStudy_Phoenix1000_WebApp’.  

5. Click ‘View Application’.   

 

6. Once the map loads color coded parcels indicating the following coding status 

should be visible: 

https://phoenix.maps.arcgis.com/home/index.html
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YELLOW    

BLUE   

GREEN   

RED   

 

7. To enable parcel coding zoom in to view the details of a target parcel by holding 

down the SHIFT key while using the mouse to draw around it, drag the target parcel 

to the right side of your monitor, then click the EDIT tool button . 

8. Click the left edge of the YELLOW border around the target parcel on the map to 

open the associated attribute table. Analyze and code the parcel in the attribute 

table. When you have completed coding the parcel, ensure that you make a 

selection form the DATA FIELD: Survey Complete drop down list.  This will assist 

analysts in efficiently tracking the completion and review status of coded parcels.   

9. Saving is not required; saving and syncing to the master ArcGIS table is 

automatically performed. Close the application anytime you have completed a 

session of parcel coding. 
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Note the MEASUREMENT tool button  available in the menu which is used for 

obtaining HARDSCAPE_MEASURE and TURF_MEASURE. Click the MEASUREMENT 

tool button, then click the AREA tool button  . Begin measuring by left clicking on the 

outer edge of the turf or hardscape area to be measured. Continue to left click 

incrementally around the outer edge until completed. To stop measuring the area, 

double left click to obtain a final numerical value for the specific area.  The example 

below shows the measured hardscape area outlined in blue which includes the 

driveway, house, and backyard covered patio. 

 

10. Repeat steps 7 through 9 for each NOT COMPLETE parcel record. The HOME tool 

button  will zoom the map out to its full extent to enable selecting another parcel 

to code. 
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11. Note the FILTER tool button  which can 

be used to filter out and view only the parcels  

NOT COMPLETED,  

COMPLETED,  

REVIEWED – APPROVED,  

or REVIEWED – CONFLICT DISCOVERED. 

 

 

 

 

 

12. Note the COORDINATE CONVERSION tool button  which can be used to 

obtain longitude and latitude for a target parcel.  Select the coordinates, then right 

click to bring up a pop-up menu, and select ‘Search Google for 33.######N 

112.#######W’ to launch a Google Map in a new tab, or copy the selected 

coordinates and paste them into the search bar within Google Earth to view the 

parcel in another application.  
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Appendix G: ArcMap Data Entry Navigation  

*Pre-coding steps.  Done once. 

 Find folder with your name at following location: 
S:\200DM_SHARED\200DM_WRDP\SPRING_17_INTERNS 

 Go into your folder.  Copy and paste the MXD file to your desktop. 

 From this point on you can access your map layer from your desktop 

 

1. Open your personal MXD file.  It will have your name on it. 

 

2. Right-click on line that says “WSD/NewSFLndScp2015”.  Mouse down to ‘Edit 

Features’.  Select Create Local Copy for Editing. 
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3. Click on ‘Editor’ button.  Select ‘Start Editing’. 

 

4. Select ‘WTRADM.NEW_SF_Landscape2015’, and click OK. 
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5. Right-Click on ‘WTRADM.NEW_SF_Landscape2015’, in Table of Contents window, 

and select ‘Open Attribute Table’. 
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6. Drag title bar of Attribute table to arrow in center of map to dock to bottom of screen 
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7. Left-click grey box to left of first record to select it.  Then Right-click on grey box, left 

of the first record.  Select ‘Zoom To’. 

 

8. GIS has now zoomed and centered on your first parcel to analyze and code.  Select 

and enter values for required columns. 

9. Repeat steps 7 and 8 for each parcel record. 

10. When finished for day, click on ‘Editor’.  Select ‘Save Edits’.   

11. To close program, click on ‘Editor’, select ‘Stop Editing’. 

12. In Table of Contents right-click on WSD/NewSFLndScp2015 and select 

‘Synchronize Local Edits with Server’ 
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13. Click Close button.  When it asks to save your mxd, click ‘No’.  This is necessary so 

you can properly set up your local editing environment next time. 

 

 


